A method for characterizing and matching CT image quality across CT scanners from different manufacturers.
The purpose of this study was to quantitatively characterize the fundamental aspects of image quality (IQ) associated with different computed tomography (CT) reconstruction algorithms, the resolution, noise texture, noise magnitude per dose, and use those data to devise a methodology to match IQ between different CT systems. This study entailed a 3-step methodology involving (a) characterizing the noise magnitude, texture, and resolution for a CT system-reconstruction using the relationship between noise magnitude and Computed Tomography Dose Index (CTDI), noise power spectrum (NPS), and modulation transfer function (MTF), (b) developing clinically relevant strategies of weighting the differences among system-reconstructions as a means to determine the best match (c) identifying for each target system-reconstruction, system-reconstructions with matched in terms of that minimum IQ differences. Images of the ACR CT phantom were acquired at two dose levels on each of two CT scanners. Images were reconstructed using all available reconstruction kernels and multiple iterative reconstruction (IR) settings. Each reconstruction was characterized as described above. Percent changes for each IQ metric were calculated for every possible pair of system-reconstructions. Weighting functions, reflecting the human visual system's limit to discriminate between spatial frequencies with differences below 5%, were applied to the differences and the product of the weighted values was used to indicate the best match for each system-reconstruction. Noise texture and resolution are governed by choice of reconstruction kernel and IR strength, while noise magnitude is additionally dependent on dose. Harder kernels have better resolution, finer noise texture, and increase the required dose for a given noise magnitude, and vice versa. Increasing IR strength generally improves resolution, coarsens noise texture, and lowers the required dose. Seventy-one percent of Siemens matches for GE target reconstructions had percent changes in noise texture/resolution under 5%. Seventy-three percent of GE matches for Siemens target reconstructions had percent changes in noise texture/resolution under 5%. ACR phantom images for each matched reconstruction pair appeared similar in both noise magnitude and noise texture. Matching image appearance in terms of resolution, noise magnitude, and noise texture provides a quantitative and reproducible strategy to improve consistency in image quality among different CT scanners and reconstructions.